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Stay at urban hotel while creating your own project at center of Tokyo’s art studio!

"NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO," celebrating 3rd anniversary, presents a limited-time 
collaboration plan with "AIR 3331." Guests who choose this plan can immerse themselves in
creative activities and art at the heart of Akihabara, enjoying "music, art, and cuisine" in vari-
ous forms at NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO. Additionally, they can focus on their 
creative endeavors and production activities at the artist-in-residence studio located in Kanda 
Iwamotocho (approximately 15-minutes walk from the hotel) while staying at the hotel.
After concluding their activities in the studio, guests can relax in the sophisticated ambiance 
of NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO. 
In a world where urban living and the role of art are being redefined alongside evolving life-
styles, the AIR 3331 program will continue to challenge various forms of expression and 
support artists in their creative activities.

Program information

Period | October 1（Sun）, 2023 - March 31（Sun）, 2024
Apply | October 1（Sun）, 2023 - March 10（Sun）, 2024

*See final page for how to apply

Program fee（tax-included）

FeeLength

1 week（6 nights/7 days） 130,000JPY
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Facilities

①NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO
 - About the hotel -

"NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO" opened its doors in the autumn of 2020 and is now celebrating third year. Beyond 
offering comfortable accommodations, the hotel provides a unique experience in Akihabara, where diverse cultures intersect, 
with a focus on "art, music, and cuisine." Guests can fully immerse themselves in the local diversity, curiosity, and creativity. 
The guest rooms feature Japanese-made amenities, room furnishings, and furniture, allowing guests to appreciate the dedication 
to high-quality craftsmanship. Since its inception, NOHGA HOTEL has been showcasing the work of emerging artists within the 
hotel premises, and through continuous collaboration with "AIR 3331," it aims to provide even deeper support for artists' creative 
endeavors. For more information, please visit the official website of NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO.
【https://nohgahotel.com/akihabara/en/】

- Guest rooms -
Our guest rooms offer a unique space where you can relax and experience the music that the hotel shares as part of its culture. 
In all rooms, carefully selected speakers have been installed, and we also provide the delivery of hotel-original music and video
content through the television. The simple yet warm atmosphere created by Japanese-made amenities and furnishings will allow 
you to appreciate the high quality of craftsmanship. We have prepared rooms where curiosity and refinement coexist, and we look
forward to welcoming you. We propose "wonderful experiences born through deep connections with the local culture and sensibility,
" where you can touch the culture of the city.

Common Features for All Room Types: Shower booth, Bluetooth speakers, Netflix viewing on the TV (account registration required), 
in-room safe, mini refrigerator, USB outlets, free Wi-Fi, non-smoking, check-in at 15:00, check-out at 11:00. 
Please note that room assignments (A or B) will be provided by the hotel upon arrival.

A.Double B.Twin

Room size | 18㎡ / 194ft2
Bed size | 1,600×2,000mm
Dertailed features | Bluetooth
speaker

Room size | 21㎡ / 226ft2
Bed size | two 1,000×2,000mm
Dertailed features | Bluetooth
speaker
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②AIR 3331
- AIR 3331について -

"AIR 3331" is an Artist-in-Residence (AIR) program that welcomes and supports artists, creators, researchers, and professionals from 
various fields, both domestically and internationally. It serves as a base for their stays, creative work, presentations, and activities. 
Located in the Kanda area, which includes the AIR 3331 studio, as well as neighborhoods like Akihabara, Ochanomizu, Bakurocho, 
and Ueno in eastern Tokyo, this program takes place in a city where Edo culture meets the international metropolis of Tokyo.
To date, AIR 3331 has hosted participants from 40 countries, totaling 242 individuals (as of June 2023), making it the only facility in 
the heart of Tokyo that operates an AIR program. With its excellent accessibility, it serves as a hub for creative work and activities, 
providing a platform for artists to present their work and projects in the bustling Tokyo area, where many art enthusiasts and professi-
onals gather.For more information, please visit the official website of AIR 3331.
【https://residence.3331.jp/en/】

　- Iwamotocho Studio&Gallery -

The Iwamotocho Studio (1st floor) is a shared studio space that can accommodate up to four people. Being located in the same buil-
ding as the residence area and production studios, it provides an environment conducive to focused creative work. With a gathering 
of international creators, it is an ideal setting for networking among artists during their stay. It is also available for use as an open 
studio, offering flexibility in its utilization.

Floor area | approx. 32㎡ 

Lighting | LED spot lights

Amenities | Wifi, air conditioner/heating unit, 

1 worktable and chair per artist

*For optional rental equipment and services

（additional fee）, please inquire with coordinator.
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How to Apply

Please send an e-mail to 【residence(at)3331(dot)jp】
with 「NOHGA AKIBA_（Your full name）」 in the subject line along with the following
materials：
*When e-mailing change (at) to @ and (dot) to .

（1） “NOHGA HOTEL × AIR 3331” activity proposal（max. 500 words）

（2） Preferred residency period （1~3 candidate dates）（ex： 1/October/2023～7/October/2023 ）

（3） Recent CV

（4） Portfolio（at least 5 images, video, audio, essay, or web links as relevant）

（5） Supporting materials to describe your residency project, as applicable（ex: sample 

schedules, images/videos, web links, etc.）

*The maximum total file size for the above data is 2MB.

*Mac “Pages” format not accepted.

Inquiries

For inquiries, please contact us at the below e-mail or phone number.

AIR 3331 Staff
E-mail：【residence(at)3331(dot)jp】
*When e-mailing change（at） to @ and（dot） to .
TEL：+81（0）3-6803-2441（Rep.） / FAX：+81（0）3-6803-2442

“NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO × AIR 3331” is a collaborative plan between the groups.


